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Science fiction Science fiction？



Can we sequence a genome and predict 
where the isolate came from? 

What common foodborne pathogens and their sources 
are amenable to genomic source attribution?
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Shoe-leather epidemiology: field investigation outside the lab 

 9.4 million cases of foodborne illness per year in the US

 ~95% are sporadic and non-outbreak cases that have no 
information about food exposure and contamination source

Credit cards, store loyalty card, shopping receipts etc.  

John Snow, cholera, and 
the Broad Street pump 
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 WGS: data mining outpaced by 
data accumulation 
- Majority of genomes remain 

underutilized or untapped 
- Conventional methods for genome 

analysis are falling behind
- Can machine learning help? 

 Little knowledge in pathogen 
sources v.s. large volumes of 
pathogen WGS 



 S. Typhimurium (ST) as a model organism for genomic source attribution 
- One of the most prevalent serotypes
- Broad livestock host range and varying degrees of host adaptation

 Hypothesis: WGS informs zoonotic sources of ST
- Certain genetic features are more informative than others and 

sufficient for source prediction
- Machine learning can find them
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More than 2,000 ST genomes 
- CDC surveillance, National Antimicrobial Resistance Monitoring 

System(NARMS), and FDA GenomeTrakr

 Comprehensive interrogation of genomic features 
- 3137 SNPs, indels, and accessory genes

Machine learning using Random Forrest  
- A benchmark ML algorithm 
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 Recently established livestock sources 
of ST 

 Clustering of isolates from the same 
source 
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 Output source probabilities for each query 
genome: 
80% poultry   
10% pigs 
8% cattle 
2% wild birds

 Overall  zoonotic source prediction accuracy 
83% 

 Successful retrospective source attribution of 
7 of 8 US outbreaks of livestock origins 
(1998-2013)



 Source attribution by phylogenetic placement: 
1. Scalability   2. Qualitative vs. quantitative   3. HGT   4. What genetic features are source markers? 
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 Top 50 features are sufficient for robust zoonotic source prediction 
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 Mobile genetic elements as source markers

 No.1 feature is a point mutation in fliC gene,  
(flagellar subunit, surface protein, host 
interaction?)

 Causation of or correlation with host 
preference? 
- 24 of the top 50 features had been 

functionally studied
- 14 had a role in animal host colonization 

(Chaudhuri et al. 2013)   
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 Bacterial host adaptation often coincides 
with pseudogene accumulation
- Human restricted serotypes Typhi and 

Paratyphi A (Holt et al. 2009)

 Comparison of metabolic profiles 
- Utilization of 384 substrates of carbon, 

nitrogen, sulfur and phosphorus sources
- Distinct metabolic profiles of isolates from 

wild bird and pig, indicating metabolic 
acclimation to host 

 Livestock clades diverged from clades of 
diverse sources (i.e., generalists)
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Population group

 Elevated pseudogene accumulation in 
recently diverged livestock clades
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 Machine learning: black box? 
- Back up ML findings with logic and theory

 Machine learning study design: training data matter!

Nature Reviews Microbiology, May 2019

- When ML findings contradict established notions: 
Specialized ST lineages associated with humans? 

- Most human infections of ST originate from animals. 
Human is not a reservoir and attributable source of ST.
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 Limitations and future work

- More sources and serotypes for
source attribution?  

- Isolates from sources unknown
to the machine learning model? 

- Generalist strains?  

Simpson index of source probabilities
(BPSW: bovine, poultry, swine, and wild birds)

Confident:
8%   Bovine   
80% Poultry 
8%  Swine
2% Wild birds

Confused:
25%  Bovine   
23%  Poultry
27%  Swine
25%  Wild birds
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Outbreak 
investigation

Molecular  
evidence

Epidemiological 
evidence

Trace back 
evidence

 Outbreak investigation
- Educated guess, not evidence 
- Guidance and clue for seeking 
evidence

 Attribution of foodborne illness
Methods and 

data for source 
attribution

Outbreaks Sporadic 
illnesses

Pathogen 
subtype

 Root cause of contamination?
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 Isolates from the 2010 alfalfa sprouts outbreak showed strong 
poultry signals

Trace back analysis 
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Thanks

Center for Food Safety www.denglab.site

Food Safety Informatics Group@UGA CFS
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